While scientists at CERN and other particle accelerators around the world explore the boundaries of high energy physics, the Majorana project investigates the other end of the spectrum with its extremely sensitive, low background, low energy detector. The MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR aims to detect neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ), a rare theoretical process in which two neutrons decay into two protons and two electrons, without the emission of the two antineutrinos that are a product of a normal double beta decay. This process is only possible if-and therefore a detection would prove-the neutrino is a Majorana particle, meaning that it is its own antiparticle (Aaselth et al. 2004 ). The existence of such a decay would also disprove lepton conservation and give information about the neutrino's mass.
Introduction
While scientists at CERN and other particle accelerators around the world explore the boundaries of high energy physics, the Majorana project investigates the other end of the spectrum with its extremely sensitive, low background, low energy detector. The MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR aims to detect neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ), a rare theoretical process in which two neutrons decay into two protons and two electrons, without the emission of the two antineutrinos that are a product of a normal double beta decay. This process is only possible if -and therefore a detection would prove -the neutrino is a Majorana particle, meaning that it is its own antiparticle (Aaselth et al. 2004 ) . The existence of such a decay would also disprove lepton conservation and give information about the neutrino's mass.
Neutrinos, since they are electrically neutral and non-hadronic, interact only through gravity and the weak nuclear force, which are orders of magnitude weaker than electromagnetism and the strong nuclear force. This makes measuring neutrinos especially challenging, and is the primary reason -along with their tiny mass -that so much about neutrinos is still unknown. According to the Standard Model of particle physics, every particle has an antiparticle which is equal to it in mass, but opposite in charge; when a particle and its antiparticle come in contact they annihilate each other and produce energy. The positron (anti-electron) was first theorized by Dirac in 1931 and experimentally discovered in 1932 by Carl Anderson (1933) . The neutrino is unique in its position as the only fundamental fermion with neutral charge, making it a potential Majorana candidate.
The history of neutrinos is closely tied to beta decay, as beta decay is actually the reason for the original postulation of their existence. Physicists observed that conservation laws required another particle to be produced which had yet to be detected, and it was correctly predicted that this particle must be extremely small and electrically neutral. Double beta decay, the process in which two neutrons decay simultaneously inside the same nucleus, is the rarest decay ever directly measured. The half-life for double beta decay in 76 Germanium is on the order of 10 21 years, which can be compared to the current estimated age of the Universe of 10 10 years. Considering that it has not yet been detected, assuming it exists, 0νββ must be an even rarer process. For this reason, large quantities of source material are required to have any chance of observing a significant number of decays within a reasonable time period for an experiment; the MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR uses 40 kg of Germanium, with plans for a future ton-scale experiment.
Cosmic Rays
One problem for the measurement is interference from background radiation, which could overwhelm the decay signal. A significant source of background radiation is cosmic rays, which are charged particles originating in outer space that cause a chain reaction particle cascade upon entering the atmosphere. To shield against cosmic-rays, the MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR is located nearly a mile underground at the Sanford Underground Research Facility (SURF) in Lead, South Dakota. However cosmic rays also produce an indirect background through the activation products (such as 60 Cobalt) they produce in the detector materials - 63 Copper and 76 Germanium (Laubenstein and Heusser 2009) . These detector parts are built underground in various labs and universities, before being shipped to SURF and assembled together. An issue of concern is the number of activation products which will be produced during transport from the construction sites to SURF, and how this secondary source will affect the overall background.
To prevent excess background noise, the Majorana Collaboration has established a threshold for the maximum allowable radiation counts from cosmogenic sources. To verify that this limit is being adhered to, analysis was done using the known relation between altitude and cosmic ray flux to estimate the equivalent sea level exposure during transportation, and then from this infer the background contribution.
Methods
CouchDB is an open source, free to use database framework that does not follow the more common structured query language (SQL) standards (Apache 2012). This gives a CouchDB database more freedom to store different kinds of records together in one database; as an example, the Majorana Parts Database contains both records for the detector parts themselves, and transportation records which track the movements of the parts. These transportation records were the main focus of analysis, so that the above ground exposure of the copper parts could be estimated.
In order to pull records out of the database and make it useful as input to software, it was necessary to interface with a programming language; the couchDB4j library for the Java language was chosen for this purpose. A tool was designed which could, using the transport records destination/origin locations and the start/end times, estimate the equivalent sea level exposure time. This task was accomplished through integrating the cosmic ray exposure rate along the route while taking into account the changing elevations using the experimentally known exponential relationship between cosmic ray flux and elevation. This relationship was taken to be Cosmic Ray Exposure Rate = 5
Elevation (ft)⁄5000ft , which has the effect of a fivefold increase in flux every time elevation increases by roughly a mile. The expected routes and the elevation values were both gathered from Google Maps, using the Google Directions application programming interface (API) and Google Elevation API, respectively. Because some of the detector parts were shipped in bulk using FedEx services, the stored tracking information was used to provide more detailed estimates for those transportation records.
Results
A tool was developed in the Java programming language, which could estimate the exposure time between two arbitrary locations, by predicting the most likely route and sampling altitudes along that route. The results of the calculation for several routes of interest to the Majorana experiment follow in Table 1 : One result of note was the much higher degree of exposure experienced by materials in the FedEx shipments, compared to those that were driven by car directly from one site to another. Causes for this included the roundabout paths that FedEx trucks took in order to hit as many of their pickup facilities as possible, along with the stops they made to transfer packages to new trucks. One particularly influential stop lasted two days in Denver (altitude: one mile) which greatly contributed to the overall exposure time of that trip.
Using the known properties of 60 Co, copper, and the cosmic ray flux at sea level, a relation was found between the time of equivalent sea level exposure and the background rate it would produce. This was then compared to the estimates for equivalent exposure of a single transportation, and to the limit for the number of background counts established by the collaboration. It was found that the background contribution for a single trip was negligible, when compared with the maximum allowable limit. However, if a single piece is transported several times and each time received exposure similar to the FedEx shipment, the limit might be surpassed. Considering it is known that several copper pieces will need to be moved between SURF and PNNL several times during the construction phase of the experiment, care should be taken to limit exposure on each of these trips. Taking into account the four factor difference between the FedEx shipment and a direct driving route, the latter is the preferable option.
Conclusions
More accurate methods for predicting cosmic ray exposure may be found in the future. This analysis did not take into account several known factors that influence cosmic ray flux to a lesser degree, such as latitude and longitude, solar cycle, time of year, and time of day. However, as the largest contributing factor is altitude, these results and the tool developed may provide experimenters with a simple means of judging how to best transport materials to minimize exposure. Furthermore, it will provide a frame of reference to double check the accuracy of future results.
